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INTRODUCTION
In its 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review, the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) officially recognized climate change as a factor worthy of consideration in
future national security planning. The report stated that “climate change and
energy are two key issues that will play a significant role in shaping the future security environment” and noted that “climate change, energy security, and economic stability are inextricably linked.”1 The report went on to describe the vast
geopolitical impacts of climate change anticipated by the intelligence community, including sea level rise, increasing temperatures, food and water scarcity,
the proliferation of disease vectors, and the risk of mass migration by vulnerable
populations to escape these impacts. These risks led DoD to declare that “while
climate change alone does not cause conflict, it may act as an accelerant of instability or conflict, placing a burden to respond on civilian institutions and militaries around the world.”2 The department’s leaders recognized that the United
States’ existing role in responding to extreme weather events, delivering humanitarian assistance, and preserving national security would be made all the more
difficult by climate change.
Since DoD’s public call to action, the department has worked to better integrate climate risk across its operations and long-term planning. DoD has also
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1. U. S. DEP’T OF DEF., QUADRENNIAL DEFENSE REVIEW REPORT 84 (2010), http://archive.defense.
gov/qdr/QDR%20as%20of%2029JAN10%201600.pdf [hereinafter QUADRENNIAL DEFENSE REVIEW
REPORT].
2. Id. at 85.
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pursued climate mitigation and adaptation measures in accordance with a broad
set of Executive Branch initiatives designed to move the entire U.S. Government
towards a lower carbon footprint, more efficient resource consumption, and
improved resilience against extreme weather events. The institutionalization of
climate adaptation and mitigation measures has transformed how the department
does business and has resulted in a more sustainable and agile military. DoD leadership distributed responsibilities for these measures across the Pentagon for development and implementation and outlined plans in numerous memos, reports,
and other official guidance. In addition, each of the five service branches has
established its own clean energy goals to be achieved through physical infrastructure upgrades, as well as training to adjust behaviors and risk perception among
its personnel.
This issue brief covers the ways the U.S. military defines climate change risks
and the subsequent challenges DoD will likely face going forward. It also
explores specific examples of global and domestic impacts and consequences. In
addition, it provides a high-level accounting of DoD and Congressional actions
on climate and security.
I. RISKS AND CHALLENGES
A. Department of Defense Considerations
The 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review labeled climate change as a “threat
multiplier,” meaning climate impacts will likely amplify and worsen stressors already present around the world (“poverty, environmental degradation, political
instability, and social tensions”). DoD’s six Geographic Combatant Commands
(GCC) each tailor their approaches to climate-driven issues according to the challenges present in their part of the globe. For example, U.S. Africa Command
(USAFRICOM) has cited future humanitarian crises tied to drought and disease
as potential destabilizing events in that region.3 A region faced with severe water
and food shortages may become more susceptible to the contributing elements of
extremism and violence taking root.4 The degradation or outright loss of land due
to drought, erosion, and/or sea level rise can contribute to the threat multiplier
equation through the displacement of people and the subsequent loss of a population’s livelihood, housing, and agricultural capabilities. Warmer temperatures
can also exacerbate the introduction and proliferation of heat-related illnesses
and disease vectors, such as mosquitoes, into vulnerable regions.5 Humanitarian
aid has the power to bring additional stability to impoverished nations, buffering
them against natural disasters and political forces that may instigate conflict.

3. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., NATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS AND A
CHANGING CLIMATE 7 (2015), http://archive.defense.gov/pubs/150724-congressional-report-on-nationalimplications-of-climate-change.pdf?source=govdelivery [hereinafter CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS].
4. Id. at 8.
5. Cf. id. at 4.
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Foreign investment in resilient infrastructure can allow vulnerable nations to better stand on their own and recover more quickly when disaster strikes.6
Extreme weather events are projected to increase in severity and frequency
over the next several decades and will place a greater burden on DoD units, personnel, and assets tasked with responding to such events and delivering humanitarian and disaster relief, both in the United States and abroad.7 For instance,
DoD was a major player in responding to Typhoon Haiyan in 2015, providing
substantial airlift support to deliver 750,000 pounds of supplies and 1,200 first
responders, while evacuating 5,640 storm victims to safety.8 Typical operations
can also include the delivery of medical care, supplemental communications
capabilities, electric grid repairs, water purification, and re-opening of shipping
ports. At home, DoD mobilized 14,000 DoD personnel in direct response to
Super Storm Sandy in 2012, with another 10,000 personnel providing additional
assistance on infrastructure repair, debris removal, power restoration, and other
services. Humanitarian assistance and disaster relief already poses a high fiscal
cost for DoD and is primarily funded through the Overseas Humanitarian,
Disaster, and Civic Aid (OHDACA) appropriation, which allows the GCCs to
provide a rapid response to countries in need.9
The consequences of climate change will likely heighten the risk DoD infrastructure already faces from severe weather events. DoD has expressed concern
about how future conditions will affect the department’s “ability to maintain both
its built and natural infrastructure and to ensure military readiness in the future.”10
Beyond infrastructure damages, sea level rise and extreme weather could be particularly disruptive to training operations that rely on reliable access to land, air,
and sea-based training facilities. To better understand these vulnerabilities, DoD
has taken on a comprehensive internal assessment of climate impacts on its installations.11 DoD retains one of the largest real estate portfolios in the U.S. government, encompassing 562,000 buildings and structures distributed across 4,800
sites worldwide. This includes 293 active installations across the Army, Navy,
and Air Force, in addition to numerous Coast Guard installations under the
Department of Homeland Security.12 Extreme weather events could also hinder
acquisition and supply chain operations that maintain these facilities, potentially
6. Andrew Revkin, Trump’s Defense Secretary Cites Climate Change as National Security Challenge,
PROPUBLICA (Mar. 14, 2017, 11:17 AM), https://www.propublica.org/article/trumps-defense-secretarycites-climate-change-national-security-challenge?utm_campaign=bt_twitter&utm_source=twitter&utm_
medium=social.
7. CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS, supra note 3, at 4.
8. U.S. OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, THE WHITE HOUSE, FACT SHEET: U.S. RESPONSE TO
TYPHOON HAIYAN (2013), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2013/11/19/factsheet-us-response-typhoon-haiyan.
9. CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS, supra note 3, at 4, 7.
10. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION ROADMAP 6 (2014), https://www.acq.osd.mil/
eie/Downloads/CCARprint_wForward_e.pdf [hereinafter CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION ROADMAP].
11. QUADRENNIAL DEFENSE REVIEW REPORT, supra note 1.
12. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., BASE STRUCTURE REPORT-FISCAL YEAR 2015 BASELINE DoD-2 (2014),
https://www.acq.osd.mil/eie/Downloads/BSI/Base%20Structure%20Report%20FY15.pdf.
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influencing the types of equipment DoD acquires and the ways goods are transported, distributed, and stored.13
The U.S. military will have to face the fallout of these impacts, given its operations in vulnerable and potentially volatile parts of the world. As these challenges
manifest and worsen, DoD’s ability to meet its mission objectives will be
strained, both at home and abroad. To succeed in the long-term, DoD must continue to adapt its operations, strategies, and physical infrastructure to a global
environment shaped by climate change.
B. Risk Perception by Other Government Entities
DoD is not the only national security-oriented agency to be vocal about the
multitude of risks climate change poses to its operations and assets. Leading voices within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) have repeatedly stressed the importance of responding and adapting to climate change, both in testimony before Congress and public speeches. In
addition, these agencies have funded, commissioned, and published numerous
reports that detail the security implications of climate change. These include
CIA-backed reports from the National Research Council14 and Harvard
University’s Center for the Environment,15 and the 2014 Quadrennial Homeland
Security Review, several sections of which covered climate-related threats.16
In 2013, outgoing Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano warned
that her successor would need to be prepared for more severe weather-related
events as a result of climate change.17 This view was reaffirmed in a 2015 hearing
for the House Committee on Homeland Security in which three senior DHS representatives, including the acting assistant secretary, described climate change as
a threat multiplier and warned against disregarding its potential impact.18 Several
former CIA directors also focused on the threat of climate change while in office,

13. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION ROADMAP, supra note 10.
14. Francesco Femia & Caitlin Werrell, Conclusions from the NRC Report ’Climate and Social
Stress: Implications for Security Analysis,’ CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (Nov. 12, 2012), https://
climateandsecurity.org/2012/11/12/conclusions-from-the-nrc-report-climate-and-social-stressimplications-for-security-analysis/.
15. Caitlin Werrell & Francesco Femia, New Harvard Report on Climate Extremes and National
Security, CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (Feb. 13, 2013), https://climateandsecurity.org/2013/02/13/
new-harvard-report-on-climate-extremes-and-national-security/.
16. Caitlin Werrell & Francesco Femia, Quadrennial Homeland Security Review: Climate Change
Poses Strategically Significant Risk, CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (June 20, 2014), https://
climateandsecurity.org/2014/06/20/quadrennial-homeland-security-review-climate-change-posesstrategically-significant-risk/.
17. Caitlin Werrell & Francesco Femia, DHS Secretary Napolitano’s Farewell: Successor Will Need
to Prepare for Climate Change, CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (Aug. 27, 2013), https://
climateandsecurity.org/2013/08/27/dhs-sec-napolitanos-farewell-remarks-successor-will-need-to-preparefor-climate-changenapolitanos-farewell-remarks-successor-will-need-to-prepare-for-climate-change/.
18. Caitlin Werrell & Francesco Femia, DHS to Congress: Climate Change a Threat Multiplier to
Global Security, CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (July 9, 2015), https://climateandsecurity.org/2015/
07/09/dhs-to-congress-climate-change-a-threat-multiplier-to-global-security/.
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including John Brennan19 and Leon Panetta.20 Director Panetta in particular was a
strong advocate of furthering climate research and oversaw the formation of the
Center for Climate Security and, in 2010, the restart of Medea, a program where
intelligence operatives and civilian scientists collaborated to better understand
the impacts of environmental change.21 The program gave scientists access to
numerous classified intelligence assets, including observation satellites, sensors,
and ocean and tidal readings from Navy submarines.22 Medea enabled scientists
to better track and document climate change around the world and allowed for
closer collaboration with national security agencies, but the program ended in
2015 when lawmakers, arguing that CIA assets should focus on more immediate
security concerns, criticized it.
Both the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Government
Accountability Office (GAO) have issued reports that detail the wide range of
impacts climate change will likely have in the next several decades. A 2016
OMB report titled, “Climate Change: The Fiscal Risks Facing the Federal
Government,” outlined five major fiscal risks for the United States that are
directly related to climate change. These risks are crop insurance, health
care, wildfire suppression, hurricane-related disaster relief, and federal facility flood risk, all of which are anticipated to cost billions of dollars more by
the end of the century due to the impacts of climate change.23 The GAO has
issued numerous reports that identify potential climate-related threats to government assets, with just a sampling of potentially affected areas being
public health,24 energy,25 defense,26 water infrastructure,27 federal and private

19. Brennan Delivers Remarks at the Center for Strategic & International Studies Global Security
Forum 2015, CENT. INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (Nov. 16, 2015), https://www.cia.gov/news-information/
speeches-testimony/2015-speeches-testimony/brennan-remarks-at-csis-global-security-forum-2015.html.
20. Francesco Femia & Caitlin Werrell, U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta on Climate Change
and National Security, CTR. FOR CLIMATE AND SECURITY (Mar. 5, 2012), https://climateandsecurity.
org/2012/03/05/u-s-secretary-of-defense-leon-panetta-on-climate-change-and-national-security/.
21. William Broad, C.I.A. Is Sharing Data With Climate Scientists, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 4, 2010),
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/05/science/earth/05satellite.html.
22. Tim McDonnell, Exclusive: The CIA Is Shuttering a Secretive Climate Research Program,
MOTHER JONES (May 21, 2015), https://www.motherjones.com/environment/2015/05/cia-closing-itsmain-climate-research-program.
23. U.S. OFFICE OF MGMT. AND BUDGET, CLIMATE CHANGE: THE FISCAL RISKS FACING THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT (2016), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/omb/reports/omb_climate_
change_fiscal_risk_report.pdf.
24. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-16-122, CLIMATE CHANGE: HHS COULD TAKE
FURTHER STEPS TO ENHANCE UNDERSTANDING OF PUBLIC HEALTH RISKS (2015), https://www.gao.gov/
products/GAO-16-122.
25. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-14-74, CLIMATE CHANGE: ENERGY
INFRASTRUCTURE RISKS AND ADAPTATION EFFORTS (2014), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-74.
26. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-14-446, CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION: DOD CAN
IMPROVE INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND PROCESSES TO BETTER ACCOUNT FOR POTENTIAL IMPACTS
(2014), https://www.gao.gov/assets/670/663734.pdf.
27. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-14-23, CLIMATE CHANGE: FEDERAL EFFORTS UNDER
WAY TO ASSESS WATER INFRASTRUCTURE VULNERABILITIES AND ADDRESS ADAPTATION CHALLENGES
(2013), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-23.
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insurers,28 federal supply chains,29 and federal fisheries.30 Furthermore, the 2017
edition of GAO’s “High Risk List” included several government agencies and programs threatened by the direct or indirect effects of climate change,31 including
the National Flood Insurance Program,32 the Nation’s Surface Transportation
System,33 and gaps in weather satellite data.34
II. INTERNATIONAL THREATS
A. Environmental Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons
One of the biggest risks posed by climate change is the potential for massive
population displacement. This possibility is particularly concerning because people who are forced to migrate due to the effects of climate change do not currently
meet the definition of a refugee, meaning they are left without the rights and legal
protections conferred by such a classification. The International Organization for
Migration (IOM) has since proposed three classifications of “environmental
migrants” to differentiate this unique subset: emergency migrants (people who
temporarily flee a sudden environmental disaster), forced migrants (people who
are currently directly impacted by long-term environmental factors), and motivated migrants (people who seek to avoid future environmental hazards).35
Climate change threatens to dramatically increase the number of both refugees
and internally displaced persons (IDPs), creating additional strains on the humanitarian and economic capabilities of the United States and other countries around
the world. Climate change is also unique in that the losses inflicted upon a population’s homeland (whether from sea level rise, desertification, flooding, or a
surge in deadly heat conditions) is most likely permanent. While refugees of war
28. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-07-820T, CLIMATE CHANGE: FINANCIAL RISKS TO
FEDERAL AND PRIVATE INSURERS IN COMING DECADES ARE POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT (2007), https://
www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-820T.
29. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-16-32, FEDERAL SUPPLY CHAINS: OPPORTUNITIES TO
IMPROVE THE MANAGEMENT OF CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS (2015), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO16-32.
30. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-16-827, FEDERAL FISHERIES MANAGEMENT:
ADDITIONAL ACTIONS COULD ADVANCE EFFORTS TO INCORPORATE CLIMATE INFORMATION INTO
MANAGEMENT DECISIONS (2016), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-16-827.
31. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, Limiting the Federal Government’s Fiscal Exposure by
Better Managing Climate Change Risks, in GAO-17-317, PROGRESS ON MANY HIGH-RISK AREAS,
WHILE SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS NEEDED ON OTHERS app. II at 150-79 (2017), https://www.gao.gov/
assets/690/682765.pdf.
32. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, National Flood Insurance Program, in GAO-17-317,
PROGRESS ON MANY HIGH-RISK AREAS, WHILE SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS NEEDED ON OTHERS app. II at
619-26 (2017), https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/682765.pdf.
33. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, Funding the Nation’s Surface Transportation System, in
GAO-17-317, PROGRESS ON MANY HIGH-RISK AREAS, WHILE SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS NEEDED ON
OTHERS app. II at 99-107 (2017), https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/682765.pdf.
34. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, Mitigating Gaps in Weather Satellite Data, in GAO-17317, PROGRESS ON MANY HIGH-RISK AREAS, WHILE SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS NEEDED ON OTHERS app. II
at 430-44 (2017), https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/682765.pdf.
35. GRAEME HUGO, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION, MIGRATION, DEVELOPMENT
AND ENVIRONMENT (2008), http://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/mrs_35.pdf.
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may one day be able to return, environmental refugees could face permanent
displacement.
Joseph Cassidy, the former Director for Policy, Regional, and Functional
Organizations at the U.S. Department of State, identified three categories of risk
associated with climate-induced migration and displacement and how governments respond: direct risks, indirect risks, and third-order risks. Direct risks
would include an increased need for border security and global humanitarian assistance, the latter being of particular concern to DoD given the large role it plays
in such efforts. Indirect risks, such as disruptions to the global economy brought
on by mass migration, would also have significant ramifications for the United
States. Third-order risks would primarily be conflicts sparked or worsened by an
influx of climate migrants,36 exemplifying climate change as a threat multiplier.37
Examples of the devastating impacts climate-related migration could have on
the social, economic, and political stability of countries are abundant today.
Perhaps one of the most well-known examples is the conflict beginning in 2003
in Sudan’s Darfur region, which has been partly attributed to climate- and
drought-related migration that led to competition for scarce resources.38 Syria’s
ongoing civil war emerged in 2011 and holds parallels to Darfur. Syria’s historically severe drought stretching from 2006 to 2010 acted as one of multiple contributing factors that led to migration, civil unrest, and ultimately armed conflict.
Scientists concluded that a prolonged drought of this severity became more than
twice as likely to strike Syria due to impacts from anthropogenic climate
change.39
B. Water Conflict
Another major impact of climate change on the international stage will be on
water supply and the increased likelihood of intra-and inter-state conflict over
this finite resource. Beyond being a basic life necessity, water is also crucial for
enabling agriculture and energy generation. Although struggles over water
resources are not a new occurrence, climate change will only intensify and
increase the frequency of such issues—similar to migration. A 2012 report from
the Office of the U.S. Director of National Intelligence warned that when water
problems combine with “poverty, social tensions, environmental degradation,
ineffectual leadership, and weak political institutions,” social disruptions and the
threat of a failed state may emerge.40
36. Ground Truth Briefing: Is Climate-Related Migration a National Security Issue?, WILSON CTR.
(Feb. 28, 2017), https://www.wilsoncenter.org/event/ground-truth-briefing-climate-related-migrationnational-security-issue.
37. Id.
38. United Nations Environment Programme [UNEP], Sudan: Post-Conflict Environmental
Assessment, at 8 (June 2007).
39. Colin P. Kelley et al., Climate Change in the Fertile Crescent and Implications of the Recent
Syrian Drought, 112 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 3241, 3241 (2015).
40. OFFICE OF THE DIR. OF NAT’L INTELLIGENCE, GLOBAL WATER SECURITY 3 (2012), https://www.
dni.gov/files/documents/Special%20Report_ICA%20Global%20Water%20Security.pdf.
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The report notes that North Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia are all
likely to face major challenges coping with water-related issues such as water
shortages, poor water quality, and floods by 2040. This is primarily due to water
management concerns regarding key river basins in these regions, such as the
Nile, Tigris-Euphrates, and Indus. A number of threats could materialize, including degraded food security, reduced flood resilience, and greater public health
risks, if these issues were to go unaddressed. In rating the management capacity
for seven different river basins in these hot spots based on the “strength and resilience” of their governance mechanisms, the report cautioned that “even wellprepared river basins are likely to be challenged by increased water demand and
impacts from climate change.” Only two of the seven river basins received favorable ratings for their ability to avoid and manage future crises, with the other five
receiving capacity ratings of “limited” or “inadequate.”41
Severe water scarcity could also lead to the “weaponization of water.”
According to a report on water issues by the Center for Climate and Security, the
Middle East and Africa are particularly susceptible to sub-national and transnational conflicts when groups use water resources to further their own interests.42
The report identifies three types of weaponization: strategic, tactical, and coercive, all of which are already underpinning conflicts today.43 The Islamic State
used both strategic and tactical weaponization when it threatened to destroy a
major dam in Mosul and diverted water to stop the advancement of the Iraqi
Army, respectively.44 A notable example of coercive weaponization comes from
Al-Shabaab, which cut off water to cities in Somalia to demonstrate its power.45
As water weaponization tactics continue to be used by groups the U.S. military is
actively opposing, policies to bolster weakened governments and strengthen
national water policies could prove to be a valuable toolkit for implementing
American foreign policy.
C. Arctic Access
The Arctic Ocean presents one of the most distinct connections between the
way global warming is simultaneously changing the natural environment and
long-standing geo-political relationships. In 2016, the annually-averaged ocean
surface temperature for the world was 1.35 degrees Fahrenheit (0.75 degrees
Celsius) higher than the twentieth century average, continuing a steady climb in
ocean surface temperatures over the past three decades.46 Record ocean
41. Id. at v.
42. Marcus D. King & Julia Burnell, The Weaponization of Water in a Changing Climate, in
EPICENTERS OF CLIMATE AND SECURITY: THE NEW GEOSTRATEGIC LANDSCAPE OF THE ANTHROPOCENE
67 (Caitlin E. Werrell & Francesco Femia eds., 2017).
43. Id. at 68.
44. Id. at 69.
45. Id. at 69-70.
46. State of the Climate: Global Climate Report for Annual 2016, NAT’L OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN, NAT’L CTRS. FOR ENVTL. INFO. (2017), https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/
201613; Climate Change Indicators in the United States: Sea Surface Temperature, U.S. ENVTL.
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temperatures have contributed to a decline in sea ice levels. In 2017, scientists
observed the lowest combined levels of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice levels since
satellite observations began nearly 40 years ago, with the Arctic’s minimum sea
ice extent decreasing 13.5 percent per decade since 1979.47 The absence of ice
will unlock previously inaccessible navigation routes and will open the possibility for oil and natural gas extraction. According to the U.S. Geological Survey, 30
percent of the world’s undiscovered natural gas and 13 percent of its undiscovered oil may be located north of the Arctic Circle, most of it offshore.48 The opportunity to engage in commerce through new trade routes and to stake old
territorial claims on portions of the sea bed for mineral, oil, and natural gas
extraction has drawn the attention of many competing nations, including those
without a historical presence in the Arctic region.
According to a 2014 assessment by the U.S. Navy, there is a low chance these
nations will come into armed conflict over Arctic claims. Indeed, the U.S. Navy
has characterized the Arctic as a “challenging operating environment, with a
harsh climate, vast distances, and little infrastructure.”49 However, the report
advises that the United States maintain a watchful presence in the region due to
the possible tensions that could flare up given the value of the resources being
contested.50 International collaborative bodies, such as the eight-nation Arctic
Council, provide a forum to discuss how to adapt to regional climate impacts,
coordinate with stakeholders, and bring together national ministers to discuss
common goals, helping to ensure that cooperation and transparency will continue
to be a part of Arctic development in the future. Yet, the United States could be at
a disadvantage in keeping up with the shifting balance of power in an increasingly
ice-free Arctic. Despite being an Arctic nation, the United States currently lacks
the operational assets that will be needed to deal with the surge in commercial
(and possibly military) vessels traversing northern waters. While naval submarine
units are experienced in Arctic operations, the U.S. military’s surface and air
forces are not as seasoned.51 The United States has only a single, aged icebreaker
in operation, compared to 27 ocean-going icebreakers under the Russian flag.52
Due to the rapid environmental changes occurring across the Arctic, DoD
anticipates having to take a more active role in managing future risks and ensuring their facilities and personnel are resilient to those changes. The development
Protection Agency, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-08/documents/print_sea-surfacetemp-2016.pdf (last updated Aug. 2016).
47. Maria-José Vi~
nas, Sea Ice Extent Sinks to Record Lows at Both Poles, NAT’L AERONAUTICS &
SPACE ADMIN. (Mar. 22, 2017), https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/sea-ice-extent-sinks-torecord-lows-at-both-poles.
48. Donald L. Gautier, et al., Assessment of Undiscovered Oil and Gas in the Arctic, 324 SCI. 1175,
1175 (2009).
49. U.S. NAVY, THE UNITED STATES NAVY ARCTIC ROADMAP FOR 2014 TO 2030 3 (2014).
50. Id. at 7-8.
51. Id.
52. Jackie Northam, As the Arctic Opens Up, the U.S. Is Down to a Single Icebreaker, NPR (June 1,
2015), https://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2015/06/01/411199853/as-the-arctic-opens-up-the-u-s-isdown-to-a-single-icebreaker.
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of Arctic shipping and extraction, for instance, will likely increase the need for
rescue operations, which is of particular concern to DoD. Other federal, state,
local, and tribal entities, as well as allied nations, are also involved in responding
to disasters in conjunction with DoD given their geographic proximity and capabilities.53 The U.S. Navy’s 2009 Arctic Roadmap, updated in 2014, is one of the
major guiding documents behind the military’s efforts to integrate climate
impacts on the Arctic Ocean into DoD’s operations, procurement, and strategic
planning. Additional analysis, such as a 2016 report to Congress on strategies for
protecting national security interests in the Arctic, offers insight into how DoD
perceives its limitations and projected challenges in this remote region. Extreme
cold and adverse weather conditions, constrained mobility and navigation capabilities, limited communication tools, and insufficient mapping for terrain and
waterways conspire to make basic operations in the Arctic a challenge for military units. Personnel would also require specialized training and equipment to
adapt to and successfully operate in the harsh conditions.54
III

THREATS TO U.S. MILITARY FACILITIES

DoD has been working to better understand and prepare for the risks climate
change poses to its facilities and built infrastructure around the world. The vast
geographic distribution of these facilities, their often advanced age, and the less
severe environmental conditions they were originally built to withstand has been
a cause for grave concern among base commanders.55 Extreme weather events –
flooding, drought, and wildfire – all pose a real threat to DoD’s assets. Damage
inflicted upon defense facilities and the interdependent assets they host (such as
aircraft, hangars, and radar equipment) can cripple the military’s ability to
respond to a crisis, in addition to costing taxpayers millions of dollars to repair
and replace these resources. Changes to installation landscapes can compromise
military training grounds meant to simulate realistic field conditions, such as
deserts or amphibious landing zones. Hazardous temperatures and storms can
also disrupt scheduled training activities and put personnel at risk.
DoD leaders have advocated for greater climate resilience across the service
branches through updated emergency planning, the hardening of infrastructure,
and commonsense solutions to avoid loss and damage.56 Considering DoD’s
global real-estate portfolio has an estimated replacement value of roughly $850
billion, spread across 555,000 buildings, on 28 million acres of land, the potential

53. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., REPORT TO CONGRESS ON STRATEGY TO PROTECT UNITED STATES NATIONAL
SECURITY INTERESTS IN THE ARCTIC REGION 12 (2016), https://dod.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/
pubs/2016-Arctic-Strategy-UNCLAS-cleared-for-release.pdf.
54. Id. at 13.
55. See ERIKA SPANGER-SIEGFRIED ET AL., GROWING EXPOSURE TO COASTAL FLOODING AT EAST
AND GULF COAST MILITARY BASES 1-2, 15-16, 51, 66, 73, 100-01 (2016).
56. See National Security Implications of Climate Change: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Defense
of the S. Appropriations Comm., 113th Cong. (2014) (statement of Dr. Daniel Y. Chiu, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Strategy and Force Development).
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cost of climate change impacts would likely be severe if left unaddressed.57 The
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requested all federal agencies to
account for climate change when preparing their budget requests for Fiscal Year
2017, including building and infrastructure proposals.58 DoD has begun accounting for climate change threats in its short-and long-term installation planning,
supply chain management, and training, as documented in its 2014 Climate
Change Adaptation Roadmap.59 DoD also has undertaken a baseline assessment
of its facilities to better understand which sites are the most vulnerable and may
require additional protections or even relocation in order to sustain operations as
climate impacts begin to exact a steady toll in the future.60
The discussion on national security and climate resilience should also involve
local officials and residents who live near military bases. These communities often house many active-duty and civilian personnel who work on-base and have
strong economic ties with the military’s presence. Vital infrastructure, such as
roads, electricity, and water, are often shared between towns and bases.61 There is
a strong connection between bases across America and the adjacent communities
found “beyond the gate.” These relationships foster deep economic benefits
across the local economy, but also present underlying challenges in the event of a
natural disaster or other disruption. In the same way a company’s productivity
suffers when its employees are unable to make it to the office, DoD operations
can be severely hindered if staff are unable to safely and reliably travel from their
homes to the base. These facilities rely upon more than just uniformed personnel
to operate at full capacity. Support services ranging from security to food service
to information technology may be carried out by civilian employees, who number
742,000 (compared to 1.3 million active duty personnel).62 Given the shared risks
posed by climate impacts, future partnerships between base managers and local
government leaders could be mutually beneficial. The joint-development of natural disaster response plans could improve public safety, while investment in climate-resilient infrastructure projects could stimulate the local economy and
improve assets used on a daily basis by residents and base personnel alike.
Members of Congress who have previously sought to decouple climate change
considerations from national security planning are beginning to show a greater
57. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-14-446, CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION: DOD CAN
IMPROVE INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND PROCESSES TO BETTER ACCOUNT FOR POTENTIAL IMPACTS
(2014).
58. OFFICE OF MGMT. & BUDGET, EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, PREPARATION, SUBMISSION, AND
EXECUTION OF THE BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 2017 (2016).
59. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION ROADMAP, supra note 10.
60. Secretary Chuck Hagel, The Department of Defense Must Plan for the National Security
Implications of Climate Change, THE WHITE HOUSE (Oct. 10, 2014, 11:30 AM), https://
obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2014/10/13/defense-department-must-plan-national-securityimplications-climate-change.
61. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM,
ASSESSING IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON COASTAL MILITARY INSTALLATIONS: POLICY
IMPLICATIONS (2015).
62. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) (2015).
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openness toward backing institutional solutions to these challenges. In June 2017,
the House Armed Services Committee passed an amendment to DoD’s annual
appropriations bill that would require each of the service branches to report to
Congress their ten military facilities deemed most vulnerable to climate change
over the next twenty years.63 The amendment, which passed by a voice vote, also
stated in clear terms that “climate change is a direct threat to the national security
of the United States and is impacting stability in areas of the world both where
the United States Armed Forces are operating today, and where strategic implications for future conflict exist.”64 A proposal to strip the amendment language
from the bill was later struck down by a recorded vote of 185-234 on the House
floor.65
IV

READINESS AND SOLUTIONS

A. DoD Service Branch Actions and Proposals
1. The Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
The Navy has long been at the forefront of climate change awareness and integrated climate considerations into its strategic planning years before DoD-wide
policies were enacted. The Navy established Task Force Climate Change (TFCC)
in 2009 in response to changing conditions in the Arctic and other regions due to
climate change.66 TFCC would go on to publish the Navy’s 2009 Arctic
Roadmap, which served as the key operating guide for the far north until the publication of a DoD-wide Arctic Roadmap in 2014. TFCC also published a broader
Climate Change Roadmap in 2010, two years before the first DoD-wide edition
was released, which outlined three phases of climate change adaptation. The
phases called for improved climatic prediction capabilities, the integration of climate impacts into academic training exercises and strategic guidance documents,
investments in resilient infrastructure, and partnerships to position the military to
better respond to climate change.67 The Navy’s “Energy Vision for the 21st
Century,” released in 2010, laid out numerous alternative energy-related goals,
including drawing half its energy consumption afloat from non-petroleum sources
by 2020.68 Among these goals was a significant push by the Navy to develop,
test, and deploy drop-in biofuels for its supply chain to lessen DoD’s reliance on
petroleum. After a series of smaller-scale field tests beginning in 2012, the “Great
Green Fleet” deployed for a year in 2016 and featured a Carrier Strike Group and
63. Ellen Mitchell, House Lawmakers Back Amendment Requiring Pentagon Climate Change
Report, THE HILL (June 28, 2017), http://thehill.com/policy/defense/339924-house-lawmakers-backamendment-requiring-pentagon-climate-change-report.
64. National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018, H.R. 2810, 115th Cong. (2018).
65. Final Vote Results for Roll Call 368, On Agreeing to Amendment No. 4, H.R. 2810, 115th Cong.
(2017).
66. U.S. DEP’T OF THE NAVY, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE, http://navysustainability.
dodlive.mil.
67. Bob Freeman, Navy Releases Roadmap for Global Climate Change, NAVY NEWS SERVICE (May
24, 2010, 12:33 PM), http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=53562.
68. U.S. DEP’T OF THE NAVY, A NAVY ENERGY VISION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (2010).
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other naval platforms running on a 10 percent biodiesel blend derived from waste
beef fat. Ships participating in the tests also used a variety of energy-efficient
technologies and modifications, allowing them to stay deployed longer than conventional vessels by cutting their refueling frequency.69
The other two members of the United States’ “sea services,” the Marine Corps
and Coast Guard, are also actively working to address the operational challenges
of climate change.70 Although the Coast Guard operates under the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), it remains a key partner of DoD. Like the Navy, the
Coast Guard has published an Arctic Strategy and has concentrated most of its
efforts on increasing its operational capacity in the Arctic as the region continues
to open up due to reductions in sea ice cover.71
The Marine Corps has been particularly focused on energy efficiency and supply chain vulnerabilities. The USMC Expeditionary Energy Office (E2O) was
established in 2009 to develop and help implement guidance to reduce the service’s dependence on fossil fuels for both expeditionary forces and permanent
installations.72 Drawing upon lessons from Afghanistan, Marine Corps leadership
recognized the high rate of fuel consumption for its expeditionary forces and the
life-threatening risks faced by supply convoys tasked with meeting energy needs
in remote areas. To better understand these challenges, the Marines conducted
the first-ever energy audit in a combat zone in 2009. The results of the audit
informed later efforts to reduce electricity and liquid fuel demand through the use
of energy efficient structures and renewable energy technologies.73 In 2009, an
annual Expeditionary Energy Concepts (E2C) exercise was initiated to further
reduce energy and water demand for units in the field, thus extending their operational capabilities. The week-long event allows Marines to field test new technologies alongside engineers, who collect feedback and data.74
2. The Army
The Army also has taken an active stance on addressing climate change, with
many of these actions originating in broader DoD directives or presidential executive orders. The Net Zero Initiative was launched in 2011 as a pilot program to
encourage a number of installations to create as much energy as they use by
69. See David Alexander, ‘Great Green Fleet’ Using Biofuels Deployed by U.S. Navy, REUTERS (Jan.
20, 2016, 8:27 PM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-defense-greenfleet/great-green-fleet-usingbiofuels-deployed-by-u-s-navy-idUSKCN0UY2U4; Katie Fletcher, US Navy Deploys Carrier Strike Group
Powered by Alternative Fuels, BIODIESEL MAGAZINE (Jan. 16, 2016), http://www.biodieselmagazine.com/
articles/712652/us-navy-deploys-carrier-strike-group-powered-by-alternative-fuels.
70. U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., A COOPERATIVE STRATEGY FOR 21ST CENTURY SEAPOWER (2015).
71. U.S. COAST GUARD, COMMANDANT’S STRATEGIC INTENT: 2015-2019 7 (2015).
72. MARINE CORPS EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY OFF., U.S. MARINE CORPS, MARINE CORPS
EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 5 (2011).
73. Suzanne Goldenberg, US Marines in Afghanistan Launch First Energy Efficiency Audit in War
Zone, THE GUARDIAN (Aug. 13, 2009, 1:07 PM), https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2009/aug/
13/us-marines-afghanistan-fuel-efficiency.
74. MARINE CORPS EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY OFF., U.S. MARINE CORPS, EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY
CONCEPTS (E2C) 2016 (2016).
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2020, with the goal of having 25 such installations by 2030.75 As of 2015, there
were nine facilities participating in the energy program, in addition to eight Net
Zero waste and eight Net Zero water bases, located in the United States and
abroad.76 In setting up the initiatives, the Army cited the environmental and security benefits of having its facilities consume fewer resources, while recognizing
the importance of allowing each base to tailor its own distinct approach to achieving its sustainability goals.77
A major force behind the Army’s pursuit of cleaner energy sources is the
Office of Energy Initiatives (OEI). Established in 2014 by the Secretary of the
Army, OEI is the department’s primary management office for renewable and alternative energy projects, which must have a minimum generating capacity of 10
megawatts.78 The office leverages the Army’s vast acquisition network and private sector financing to build new renewable energy projects both on and adjacent
to Army facilities. OEI’s mission seeks to preserve base operational capabilities
during a potential grid disruption, while also working toward the Army’s mandate
to draw 25 percent of its electricity from renewable sources by 2025, in accordance with the 2007 National Defense Authorization Act. As of 2017, there are
seventeen facilities across the country hosting OEI-backed projects in various
stages of development, including 60 MW of biomass generation at Ft. Drum, NY;
50 MW of wind at Ft. Hood, TX; 30 MW of solar at Ft. Benning, GA; and 14
MW of solar at Camp Shelby, MS.79 Several of the projects are classified as
“islandable,” meaning they feature electricity generation, energy storage, and
controls all onsite.80 The Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) first issued a
Climate Change Adaptation Plan in 2011 and has updated the document four
times in accordance with executive orders calling for the development of a comprehensive climate change strategy for federal agencies.81 USACE’s adaptation
guidance largely focuses on preparing the agency’s water management practices,
built infrastructure, and other services to better withstand anticipated climate
impacts.82
75. Alexandra Hemmerly-Brown, Army Launches ’Net Zero’ Pilot Program, ARMY NEWS SERVICE
(Apr. 20, 2011), https://www.army.mil/article/55280/army_launches_net_zero_pilot_program.
76. U.S. DEP’T OF THE ARMY, PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORATORY, 2015 PROGRESS
REPORT: ARMY NET ZERO INITIATIVE (2016).
77. Hemmerly-Brown, supra note 75
78. Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy, and Environment, Welcome to the
Army Office of Energy Initiatives (OEI), OFFICE OF ENERGY INITIATIVES (May 21, 2018), https://www.
asaie.army.mil/Public/ES/oei/index.html.
79. For reference, Ft. Drum’s 60 MW biomass plant meets all of the electricity needs for the base’s
3,019 buildings.
80. Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy, and Environment, Projects and
Opportunities, OFFICE OF ENERGY INITIATIVES (May 21, 2018), https://www.asaie.army.mil/Public/ES/
oei/projects.html.
81. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG’RS, CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN: UPDATE TO 2014 PLAN
(JUNE 2015), http://www.corpsclimate.us/docs/USACE_Adaptation_Plan_12-NOV-2015_hires.pdf.
82. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG’RS, CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN AND REPORT 2011 (SEPT.
2011), http://www.corpsclimate.us/docs/Sept_2011_USACE_Climate_Change_Adaptation_Plan_and_
Report.pdf.
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3. The Air Force
The Air Force, meanwhile, is mostly in the assessment and planning stage of
addressing climate change. The Air Force Special Operations Command noted
the effect climate change may have in amplifying global conflicts and natural
resource pressures, thus making strategic environments more challenging for special forces to operate in.83 A 2014 order from the Secretary of the Air Force
directed the Air Force Encroachment Management Program (AFEM) to account
for short- and long-term “natural factors and climate effects” that may impact the
operational capacity of installations and the quality of life of the surrounding
communities. The order cites climate-related water restrictions, coastal flooding,
wildfires, severe weather, and an influx of invasive species as examples of climate
impacts program managers may have to consider.84 The Air Force has also
included climate change vulnerability metrics in its comprehensive planning
guidelines for installations.85 Coastal erosion accelerated by melting permafrost
and extreme weather prompted the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC) to
conduct coastal erosion studies to determine the risks to Air Force airfields and
radar stations located in Alaska. The study could help inform future land use
planning for the Air Force’s vulnerable early-warning infrastructure in the region.
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station has partnered with NASA’s Kennedy Space
Center in Florida to identify vulnerable infrastructure across the two facilities and
develop a set of climate adaptation strategies. The effort examined how future
hurricanes and storm surges may be amplified by climate change and the risks
these events could pose to resources relied upon by the Air Force’s 45th Space
Wing.86
B. Past Congressional Actions and Proposals
Despite widespread agreement among the scientific, and more recently military, communities on the grave and growing risk of climate change,
Congressional action has resulted in relatively few concrete policy proposals and
even fewer successfully-passed bills. Although the concept of climate change as
a threat multiplier has been common operating knowledge for over a decade now,
some of the more enduring climate-security policies have come in the form of

83. Susan A. Resetar & Neil Berg, An Initial Look at DoD’s Activities Toward Climate Change
Resiliency: An Annotated Bibliography, RAND CORP. (Feb. 2016), https://www.rand.org/pubs/
working_papers/WR1140.html.
84. SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE, AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION 90-2001: SPECIAL MANAGEMENT,
ENCROACHMENT MANAGEMENT (SEPT. 3, 2014), http://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/saf_ie/
publication/afi90-2001/afi90-2001.pdf.
85. Daniel Kowalczyk & Michelle Brown, Air Force Planning for Climate Change (2015), OFFICE
OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE, http://www.dodnaturalresources.net/
NaturalSelections_Fall2015_final_hr.pdf.
86. H.R. 4986, National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008, S. 1547, 110th Cong.
(2008), https://www.congress.gov/bill/110th-congress/house-bill/4986?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%
5B%22H.R.4986%22%5D%7D&r=1.
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budget authorizations housed within broader fiscal authorization acts for the
defense and intelligence communities.
The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2008 was
among the first bills to include specific directives to study the security implications of climate change. Its passage into law resulted in the landmark inclusion of
climate-related concerns in the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review, which has
since served as a key guidance document for DoD’s climate mitigation and adaptation policies.87 As part of the DoD Appropriations Bill for FY2015,88 the Senate
Appropriations Committee ordered the department to deliver a report to Congress
identifying the most significant climate-related security risks for the Geographic
Combatant Commands, resulting in the July 2015 report, “National Security
Implications of Climate-Related Risks and a Changing Climate.”89 However, the
House version of the NDAA for FY2017 expressly forbids any of its appropriated
funds from being used to implement climate adaptation measures, which the
Pentagon had previously outlined in an official directive.90 Tensions arising from
the military’s desire to insulate its operations from climate risks and the fiscal priorities of influential groups within Congress will likely color future national security budget negotiations. Notably, the NDAA for FY2018 was signed into law
with language ordering the Secretary of Defense to submit a report to Congress
within a year detailing the ten most climate-vulnerable installations for each service branch.91
Congress has also issued resolutions recognizing the national security risks of
climate change. Since at least 2005, there have been numerous congressional resolutions that have either acknowledged the threat, expressed a commitment to
addressing it, or proposed solutions. However, none of these resolutions has garnered enough support in either chamber to gain passage, despite the bipartisan nature of the proposals.92
Bills are among the most frequently used vehicles for climate-related policy
proposals. Major legislation that has sought to act on the idea of climate change
87. H.R. 4986, National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008, S. 1547, 110th Cong.
(2008), https://www.congress.gov/bill/110th-congress/house-bill/4986?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%
5B%22H.R.4986%22%5D%7D&r=1.
88. S. Rep. No. 113-211 (2014), https://www.congress.gov/congressional-report/113th-congress/
senate-report/211.
89. CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS, supra note 3, at 4.
90. OFF. OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEF. FOR ACQUISITION, TECHNOLOGY, AND LOGISTICS, DOD
DIRECTIVE 4715.21 – CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE (JAN. 14, 2016), https://dod.
defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/471521p.pdf.
91. H.R. 2810, National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018, 115th Cong. (2017),
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/2810.
92. See S. Res. 312, 109th Cong. (2005), https://www.congress.gov/bill/109th-congress/senateresolution/312/text; H.R. Con. Res. 453, 109th Cong. (2006), https://www.congress.gov/bill/109thcongress/house-concurrent-resolution/453/text; H.R. Res. 424, 114th Cong. (2015), https://www.
congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-resolution/424/text; H.R. Res. 637, 114th Cong. (2016), https://
www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-resolution/637/text; S. Res. 386, 114th Cong. (2016),
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-resolution/386/text; H.R. Res. 195, 115th Cong.
(2017), https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-resolution/195/text.
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as a threat multiplier in recent years includes the Global Climate Change Security
Oversight Act of 2007,93 the Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act of 2007,94
and the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009.95 Despite the fact that
none of these acts became law, they still had an impact on the discourse around
climate change on the Hill. In particular, key language in the Global Climate
Change Security Oversight Act was later used in the fiscal authorization act that
led to the inclusion of climate considerations in the 2010 Quadrennial Defense
Review. In addition, the language used in these bills has frequently reappeared in
subsequent bills, demonstrating a common acceptance of climate as a threat multiplier, even if major legislation speaking to this issue has lacked the political capital necessary for enshrinement to date.
CONCLUSION
Leaders within DoD have understood for some time that the consequences of
climate change were never going to be confined to distant corners of the world.
Extreme weather events, sea level rise, and even large-scale economic and social
disruptions are already harming the United States and its residents. Climate
change also undermines DoD’s ability to effectively and efficiently carry out its
operations, both at home and abroad. To counteract these factors, executive agencies and the Congress will have to play a supporting role in the continued development and implementation of initiatives to simultaneously reduce the military’s
greenhouse gas emissions and adapt its facilities, personnel, and missions for a
significantly altered globe. DoD has thus far displayed the drive and capacity for
meeting this substantial challenge, but it will take a herculean collaboration
involving local communities, federal entities, civil society organizations, scientists, and foreign governments to stave off the looming geopolitical threats of
climate change.

93. H.R. 1961, 110th Cong. (2007), https://www.congress.gov/bill/110th-congress/house-bill/1961/
text.
94. S. 2191, 110th Cong. (2007), https://www.congress.gov/bill/110th-congress/senate-bill/2191.
95. H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. (2009), https://www.congress.gov/bill/111th-congress/house-bill/2454.
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